We are thrilled to shine this week's Global Ocean Refuge System (GLORES) spotlight on SEVENSEAS Media.

SEVENSEAS Media is a news nonprofit and monthly e-zine engages in marine conservation. It is a leading free resource that connects you to experts and information from recent expeditions, researchers, scientists, and ocean lovers to news, job opportunities, and volunteer opportunities. The online magazine’s mission is to provide a 2-page news magazine, and quickly evolved into a dynamic and informational resource with 20K subscribers spanning the globe, all by word of mouth.

Why did SEVENSEAS Media become a Global Ocean Refuge System (GLORES) partner?

"The mission of SEVENSEAS Media is to connect individuals and resources in order to ensure the conservation of marine life. We are proud to announce our partnership with GLORES in order to bring awareness to the importance of marine conservation," said Co-Founder and Editor-in-Chief, Giacomo Albrizio. "This partnership allows us to reach a wider audience and raise awareness about the conservation efforts being made around the world."